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1. THE APPLICANT AND VEHICLE 
 

Group Lotus Plc (Lotus) is a corporation organized under the laws of England. It is a very small 

volume producer of innovative sports cars, currently manufacturing fewer than 3000 vehicles per 

year. 

 

This petition covers the only Lotus vehicle line that the company will be selling in the USA 

until early 2014; the Evora model.1 

 

Lotus has a wholly owned US subsidiary, Lotus Cars USA, Inc., which imports and distributes Lotus 

vehicles in the US. 

 

The Evora arrived in the US January 2010 with a fully-compliant, low risk deployment 

advanced air bag system. 

 

As a low volume manufacturer, Lotus is required to meet the 5th %tile female occupant higher 

speed requirement as regards production on and after September 1, 2012 (see FMVSS 208 

S14.6(d)). 

 

2. THE REQUESTED EXEMPTION 
 
Lotus requests an exemption from the passenger side 5th %tile female belted occupant provisions 

of FMVSS 208 covering Evora production from September 1, 2012 until March 31, 2015 (31 

months): 

 

• The “5% dummy higher speed requirement” found in S14 and S15 as follows: 
S14.7 Vehicles manufactured on or after September 1, 2012. (Higher maximum speed (56km/h (35 

mph)) belted test requirement using 5th percentile adult female dummies). Each vehicle shall meet 

the requirements specified in S15.1(b) (in addition to the other requirements specified in this 

standard)….. 

S15 Rigid barrier test requirements using 5th percentile adult female dummies. 

S15.1 Belted Test. 

… 

(b) Each vehicle that is certified as complying with S14.6 or S14.7 shall, at each front outboard 

designated seating position, meet the injury criteria specified in S15.3 when tested under 

S16.1(a)(2). 

… 

S16.1 General provisions. Crash testing to determine compliance with the requirements of S15 of 

this standard is conducted as specified in the following paragraphs (a) and (b). 

                                                
1 This petition covers the Evora platform, which includes the convertible, coupe 2 and 4 seat variants.  
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(a) Belted test. 

… 

(2) Vehicles certified to S14.6 or S14.7. Place a 49 CFR Part 572 Subpart O 5th percentile adult 

female test dummy at each front outboard seating position of a vehicle, in accordance with the 

procedures specified in S16.3 of this standard. Impact the vehicle travelling longitudinally forward at 

any speed, up to and including 56km/h (35 mph), into a fixed rigid barrier that is perpendicular 

within a tolerance of [+/-] 5 degrees to the line of travel of the vehicle under the applicable 

conditions of S16.2 of this standard. 

 

3. LOTUS ELIGIBILITY FOR THE EXEMPTION 
 

Petitions for exemption from a Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard on the basis of economic 

hardship are limited to manufacturers that manufacture fewer than 10,000 passenger automobiles in 

the preceding model year. 

 

Since its inception, Lotus has never manufactured in any year (calendar or model) more than 10,000 

vehicles.  Lotus anticipates that the number of exempted vehicles imported into the US will be 

approximately 800.  Set forth below is the Lotus production volume figures for the last three years, 

and estimates for the next three years. 

 

a. Production Volume 

 

Year
1

Production (Lotus) Assembly (Tesla) Total Output
2

USA Imports (Lotus)
3

FY 2009 1809 390 2199 364

FY 2010 1985 782 2767 333

FY 2011 2425 690 3115 409

FY 2012*

FY 2013*

FY 2014*  

 

* Estimated (v1.70 Business Plan) 
1 Financial Year (FY) ends March e.g. FY 2009 covers period April 08 – March 09 
2 Includes all Lotus models produced and Tesla vehicles assembled by Lotus 
3 USA imports also include Canada 

 

b. Ownership 

 

The issue of Lotus’ eligibility for a financial hardship exemption has been confirmed previously.  

See e.g., 68 FR 10066 (March 3, 2003); 69 FR 5658 (Feb. 5, 2004) and 71 FR 52851(September 7, 

2006).  Lotus remains an operationally independent small volume manufacturer and the material 

facts regarding ownership remain as stated in those previous NHTSA decisions above.  These prior 

findings remain valid and Lotus is eligible for the extension requested herein. 
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Although owned by the Malaysian automobile manufacturer Proton, Proton is not a “sponsor” of 

Lotus.  Therefore, Proton production should not be, and has not been, aggregated by NHTSA with 

the Lotus production when determining if the 10,000 units per year (global) exemption eligibility 

criterion has been met.  More specifically, NHTSA has explained that: 

 
“(1) there is no similarity of design between the cars produced by Proton and Lotus, (2) Lotus designed and 
engineered the Elise without assistance from Proton, and (3) Lotus's vehicles are imported and sold both in 
the U.S. and Europe by a dealer/distributor network "totally independent" of Proton. … [NHTSA]… 
established these three criteria in deciding that Maserati (when it was owned by Chrysler Corporation and 
G.B.M. S.p.A) and Ferrari (when Fiat held a 90-percent ownership interest) were eligible to apply for 
hardship exemptions (See respectively, 53 FR 28324, July 27, 1988 and 54 FR 46321, November 2, 1989). 
These three factors also exist in the Lotus case, and an additional one of relevance; the vehicle for which 
exemption is sought was designed … when Lotus was an independent company. Therefore, we have decided 
that Lotus remains a small volume manufacturer within the meaning of the exemption legislation.” 

 
These observations currently remain applicable.2 
 

c. NHTSA Exemption Criteria 

 

Lotus realizes that in the Spring of 2011 NHTSA announced a change in policy as regards the 

criteria for advanced air bag exemptions: 

 
“Notwithstanding … previous grants of exemption, NHTSA is considering two key issues-- 

(1) Whether it is in the public interest to continue to grant [advanced air bag] petitions, particularly in the 

same manner as in the past, given the number of years these requirements have now been in effect and the 

benefits of advanced air bags, and 

(2) To the extent such petitions are granted, what plans and countermeasures to protect child and infant 

occupants, short of compliance with the advanced air bags, should be expected. 

 … NHTSA tentatively concludes that the expense of advanced air bag technology is not now sufficient, in 

and of itself, to justify the grant of a petition for a hardship exemption from the advanced air bag 

requirements. 

…NHTSA invites comment on whether and in what circumstances (e.g., nature of vehicles, number of 

vehicles, level of efforts to comply with the requirements, timing as to number of years since the requirements 

                                                
2 Lotus’ independence was also recently (2011) confirmed by the EU Commission as part of Lotus’ EU CO2 
derogation.  We also note that past NHTSA decisions outside the high-performance exotic car industry have 
clearly held that large manufacturer ownership does not render a small volume manufacturer ineligible for a 
financial hardship exemption. In the late 1990’s, the trailer company "Capacity of Texas" asked for economic 
hardship exemptions.  See 64 FR 24214 (May 5, 1999) and 62 FR 10110 (March 5, 1997). NHTSA indicated 
in its decision granting the exemption that Capacity was a subsidiary of Collins Industries.  Collins was and is 
a publicly traded company (initial IPO in 1983) manufacturing a very wide variety of vehicles.  See web site 
http://www.collinsind.com.   Nonetheless Capacity was deemed eligible for an exemption. Lastly, we note the 
key fact that the CEO and Board of Lotus are operationally independent. 
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were implemented, etc.) it should continue to grant petitions for first time exemptions from the advanced air 

bag requirements of FMVSS No. 208 and petitions for renewed exemptions from those requirements.” 

76 FR 20082 (April 11, 2011). 

 

Lotus believes that the exemption requested herein does not run counter to the policy announced 

above.  NHTSA’s April 2011 FR notice was directed at a total absence of advanced air bags.  

Here, there is a much more limited exemption request for an advanced air bag system which is 

incapable of meeting the new higher speed requirement on the passenger side only. 

 

4. BACKGROUND 
 

a. The Company 

 

Lotus was founded in England by Colin Chapman more than 60 years ago.  The company has 

always provided performance coupled with efficiency in its motor vehicles, achieved through 

technology and weight reduction.  It has exported vehicles to the US for more than 30 years. 

 

Lotus was owned by Mr. Chapman until his death in 1982.  Thereafter, the company was owned by 

several joint companies until 1986, when General Motors acquired ownership.  In 1993, Grandes 

Marques Groupe SA, a Luxembourg company, purchased Lotus from GM.  In 1996, Grandes 

Marques Groupe sold a controlling interest in Lotus to Perusahaan Otomobil Nasional Berhad 

(Proton).  In 2002 Proton became the 100% owner of Lotus (through the intermediary holding 

company Lotus Group International Ltd).  Proton restructured in July 2004 and as a result Lotus’  

ultimate parent company is now Proton Holdings Berhad, which is also the parent of Perusahaan 

Otomobil Nasional Berhad 3. 

 

b. The Car and FMVSS 208 

 

The Evora model is a mid-priced sports car powered by a modified Toyota-built V6 engine.  Since 

its introduction into the US market in 2010 the Evora has been fully FMVSS 208 compliant, i.e. it 

has a low risk deployment advanced air bag system approved under 49 CFR Part 571.208 and does 

not include a suppression system in the passenger seat. 

 

                                                
3 On 16 January 2012, DRB-HICOM announced its proposed acquisition of the majority shareholding in 
Proton Holding BHD (Proton) from Khazana Nasional Bhd and proposed Mandatory General Offer for the 
remaining Proton shares. Proton is the Malaysian automobile company which has wholly owned Lotus since 
1996. The proposed acquisition and Mandatory General Offer are still conditional. In addition to its potential 
acquisition of Proton, DRB-HICOM has a number of other vehicle manufacturing interests. It is anticipated 
that DRB-HICOM’s relationship with Lotus will continue on the same basis as Proton’s with no operational 
involvement with Lotus, and thus the DRB-HICOM acquisition does not affect Lotus’ Part 555 exemption 
eligibility. 
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Lotus therefore kept its promise, made in Lotus’ previous (Elise model) exemption petition, to 

complete an advanced air bag system.  However, a series of events have adversely impacted Lotus: 

 

• Lotus is suffering from financial hardship, and the matter is exacerbated by the global 

recession, which has hit this segment of the auto industry particularly hard 

• Because of the above, US sales have been lower than planned 

• The emergence of additional competition in this segment (e.g. Jaguar F-Type) 

• End of production for the 2ZZ Toyota engine used in the Lotus Elise/Exige, resulting in 

withdrawal of the model from the US market 

 

These events, together with the following factors, have resulted in the need for the requested 

limited exemption: 

 

• The Evora advanced air bag system will not comply with the 5th %tile female belted 

occupant (passenger side, fully forward seat position) higher speed requirements4 without 

sourcing new components and conducting a complete revalidation of crash testing 

• [ ] 

• [ ] 

 

 

 

It had been anticipated that Evora sales would have been augmented by a new product, but using 

substantially the same platform, upon which the higher speed requirements of the 5th %tile 

passenger occupant would have been developed.  This programme was stopped due to poor Evora 

sales and the repositioning of the business.  The result is a “hole” in the short term product plan 

which has resulted in the need for the requested limited exemption.  See Exhibit 1. 

 

c. Business Repositioning 

 

It has been identified that based on a narrow focused product of purist, track-orientated models, 

Lotus is not able to generate sustainable profits.  Therefore it has been decided to re-position the 

company brand and its products. 

 

The strategy for re-positioning of the Lotus brand is to move the majority of models from the entry 

level, premium segment to the high performance, luxury sports cars segment.  This requires a 

transformation and enhancement of the existing Lotus DNA.  The new products will increasingly 

focus on comfort and convenience features whilst maintaining the traditional Lotus emphasis on 

                                                
4 Evora does meet 5th%tile female belted occupant requirement at 30mph, as well as FMVSS 208 Child and 
Infant criteria 
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vehicle dynamics and driver interaction.  Continued focus on performance, safety, light weight and 

low emissions will provide Lotus with a competitive edge in the super premium segment.  See 

Exhibit 1. 

 

5. TECHNICAL OVERVIEW 
 

a. Restraint System 

 

Lotus works with Tier 1 supplier and engineering partners in Germany for the development of 

active safety systems; these are [ ].  Restraint system specification consists of: 

 

 

• Dual Stage Driver Air bag 

• Dual Stage Passenger Air bag 

• Pretensioner Load Limiting Seat Belt 

• Driver Energy Absorbing Knee Bolster 

• Passenger Reinforced Glovebox Door Assembly and Energy Absorbing Glovebox Door 

Brackets 

 

b. USA Development Program 

 

The USA restraint system was developed from the European system with the addition of knee 

bolsters to control occupant kinematics during an unbelted crash test.  The seat pan was re-

designed for the USA variant to minimise head contact with the front header during the unbelted 

crash tests. 

 

The passenger air bag was re-engineered for the USA variant specifically for the 5th%tile female 

unbelted occupant.  During the final development phase of the program the Evora successfully 

passed a 35mph 0° barrier test with a belted 5th %tile occupant.  However, when the Evora was 

then tested at 25mph 0° with an unbelted 5th %tile passenger occupant, the test failed due to the 

occupant’s high HIC injury; the air bag did not provide enough restraint to catch the unbelted 

dummy. 

 

The 25mph 0° barrier test was repeated with smaller air bag vents, and that resulted in unbelted 

5% compliance.  However, with this smaller vent size, the 5th%tile female passenger air bag was 

found to be too firm for a belted occupant in a 35mph 0° barrier test, resulting in unacceptable HIC 

head values. 

 

Although, from the outset, it had been Lotus’ intention for the USA Evora to meet the 5th %tile 

passenger 35mph belted test, following the inability to achieve this goal late in the development 
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program, it was concluded that the vehicle would be first introduced into the USA with a 30mph 

5th %tile belted system, which was successfully passed with the smaller air bag vents.  This was 

simply a matter of the energy involved – with the faster speed the occupant hits the bag faster and 

therefore harder.  The decision was then taken to continue research as regards the higher speed 5% 

dummy belted requirement (since as a small volume manufacturer, Lotus is required to meet the 35 

mph required as regards production only on and after September 1, 2012). See attached letter from 

[ ], Exhibit 2. 

 

Further testing by Lotus in 2011 confirmed that to achieve a pass for the belted 5th %tile occupant 

at 35mph, the air bag system would require further development of the electronic sensing system 

so as to only fire the 1st Stage of the air bag inflator for belted occupants and fire both the 1st and 

2nd Stage of the inflators for the unbelted occupant.  This would allow the stiffness of the air bags 

to be different for the belted and unbelted conditions. 

 

However, to be able to differentiate between belted and unbelted occupants, buckle switches 

would be required with the status monitored by the air bag ECU.  The crux of Lotus’ problem is 

that the current ECU supplied by [ ] does not have this capability.  In addition, the Evora 

seat belt supplier, [ ], does not currently have a suitable buckle switch for this application. 

See Exhibit 2. 

 

In order to incorporate a buckle switch capability into the Evora restraint system, a new air bag 

ECU would need to be sourced, calibrated and validated to the Evora crash pulse. A new seat belt 

system would also need to be sourced from a different seat belt supplier.5  A complete series of 

development tests would then need to be conducted with the new seat belts and driver and 

passenger air bags would need to be redeveloped for both 1st stage and dual stage air bag 

deployment.  It is likely that the air bag cushion vents sizes would also need to be changed. 

 
6. LOTUS IS EXPERIENCING SUBSTANTIAL ECONOMIC HARDSHIP 
 
a. Engineering and Financial Information 

 

We have attached and set forth below required information demonstrating in detail how 

compliance or failure to obtain an exemption would cause additional substantial economic 

hardship. 

 

Listed below are the items of equipment that would have to be modified or replaced in order to 

achieve compliance: 

 

• Passenger air bag vents & possibly cushion shape and/or folding of bag 

                                                
5 The current seat belt has a buckle that is only available with a microswitch.  Supplier [ ] prefers either a 
Reed switch or a Hall Effect sensor. 
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• Air bag ECU 

• Revised air bag ECU mounting bracket 

• Front Seat Belt assemblies to included buckle switch 

• Wiring harness to accommodate the new air bag ECU connector & seat belt buckle switch 

 

1) Itemized estimated cost to modify the vehicle if compliance were to be achieved.  See below 

and Exhibit 3: 

 

Lotus Tooling 

Includes integration investment for new seat belts, 

new air bag ECU, and modified passenger air bag [ ] 

 

Supplier [           ] Development Plan 

Project Management & System Engineering 

Crash Testing 

Sled Testing 

Static Air bag Development Testing including OoP Deployments 

Air bag ECU Sensor Calibration & Misuse Testing (See Exhibit 4) [ ] 

 

Lotus Development 

EP Prototype Build 

EP Mule Build Technician Support 

EP Prototypes - 5 Off & Spares 

Transport to & from Test Facility 

EP Sled & Static Testing parts & labour 

EP Crash Car Rebuild Parts & Labour 

VP Prototype Build 

VP Prototypes - 8 Off & Spares 

VP Crash Car Rebuild Parts & Labour 

Transport to & from Test Facility 

Engineering Technician Support 

Seat Belt Installation Validation Testing 

Vehicle Safety Integration  

Vehicle Federal Type Approval 

Seat Belt Approval including Buck & Sample Parts 

Component Design & Release [          ] 
 

Grand Total  $4,277,000 
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2) Estimated price increase per vehicle to balance the total costs incurred and a statement of the 

anticipated effect of each such price increase; approximately $6,000 per vehicle6. 

 

3) Corporate balance sheets and income statements for the three fiscal years immediately 

preceding the filing of the application.  Attached as Exhibit 5. 

 

4) Projected balance sheet and income statement for the fiscal year following a denial of the 

application.  Attached as Exhibit 5. 

 

b. Discussion 

 

In order to secure continuous operation, Lotus needs to reposition the business as explained in Para 

4.c. above.  In short, Lotus simply does not have the finances available to complete the 

development, integration and additional crash testing required by [ ] for production approval. 

 

Lotus’ financial statements show that over the period FY 2008-9 through 2010-11, the company 

experienced substantial losses of $40,000,0007.  See Exhibit 5. 

 

As regards forecasts, for the period FY 2011-2014 with an exemption, Lotus predicts a profit of 

$24,000,0007.  Without an exemption, this would reduce to $13,000,0007.  Figures based on Total 

Operating Profit.  See Exhibit 5. 

 

But the financial impact of an exemption denial would actually be even greater than merely 

lost US sales. 

 

In the absence of the requested exemption Lotus would withdraw from the US market and lose its 

already tiny market share, as the Evora is the only product that Lotus will be able to offer in the US 

until early 2014.  Apart from the impact to revenue, this would also incur some intangible losses, 

such as loss of brand image, [ ] and would complicate Lotus’ re-entry to the US market in 2014.  

Lotus would also expect job losses in the order of [ ] in the USA. 

 

In granting past air bag exemptions, NHTSA has acknowledged that loss of market is an intangible 

that the agency must consider in determining the existence of substantial economic hardship.  

Shelby 64 FR 6736 (Feb. 10, 1999).  Lotus, as in the Shelby situation, will suffer a significant 

market loss in the event it does not receive the exemption. 

 

                                                
6 It is appropriate to amortize the cost of the revalidation only over forecast USA sales, rather than worldwide 
sales because Lotus must, due to intense global competition, avoid price increases in as many markets as 
possible. 
7 Profit/loss figures are based on ‘Total Operating Profit’ and a £/$ exchange rate of 1.58 (Exhibit 5 refers) 
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NHTSA stated in the past that: 

 
Granting the exemption will allow Lotus to earn the resources necessary to bridge the gap in terms of 

development of a successor vehicle. 

 

It is well established that the loss of such “gap-bridging” sales as a result of an exemption denial 

can create economic hardship which the Safety Act was seeking to avoid. See also, 73 FR 20744 

(April 16, 2008) (Mosler); 72 FR 17608 (April 9, 2007) (Koenigsegg). 

 

7. DESCRIPTION OF EFFORTS TO COMPLY 
 
Lotus sets forth below the required information as regards its good faith efforts to comply with the 

5th %tile belted female passenger higher speed requirements. 

 

a. Alternate Means of Compliance 

 

As discussed above, compliance can only be achieved here by sourcing new components and 

redevelopment and revalidation of the air bag system.  Three alternatives were considered but 

found incapable of providing a solution: 

 

• Using the available seat belt buckle sensor:  This strategy did not provide a solution 

because the switch was inadequate and (see above footnote 4) and the absence of a 

suitable control unit (ECU) 

• Moving the passenger seat rearward:  Lotus concluded that the seat would need to be 

moved rearward beyond the mid travel point, and hence Lotus would need to re-validate 

not only the 5th %tile test, but also the 50th %tile test AND THE REVALIDATION 

WOULD NEED TO BE FOR BOTH BELTED AND UNBELTED CONDITIONS.  This 

would result in similar costs to those described above.  As to the chances of passing tests 

with a further rearward passenger seat; with belted occupants, the chances were seen as 

good since dummy contact with the air bag could be eliminated, BUT with the unbelted 

dummy, the task was foreseen as more difficult, since there would be higher energy as the 

occupant would have more time to accelerate before contacting the airbag 

• Fixing the passenger seat in the mid-position:  Having a fixed passenger seat would 

limit the range of size of occupant that could be accommodated e.g. a 95th%tile would not 

fit.  In addition, a 50th%tile occupant uses the movement of the seat to improve 

ingress/egress of the vehicle.  Therefore, fixing the passenger seat was not considered 

appropriate during the development of the Evora.  It was also identified that further crash 

tests pertaining to the 5th%tile passenger (belted & unbelted) would be required with no 

guarantee of a pass (see above) 

 

Thus, an alternative does not exist besides sourcing the needed new components and then 

conducting full system revalidation, at a cost of $4,300,000. The company, as indicated by the 
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attached financial statements, does not have the funds to accomplish this.  Accordingly, the 

strategy the company seeks to follow is to complete the life cycle of the current model and then go 

into production with the successor model that will be fully FMVSS 208 compliant. 

 

b. Description of Steps to be Taken while the Exemption is in Effect 

 

The Evora Owners Handbook contains advice and warnings that identify the risks associated with 

correct positioning of the seat belts and of sitting too close to the airbag.  These warnings include 

children and adults of small stature (see Exhibit 6). 

In order to provide further mitigation, Lotus also considered implementing a passenger airbag 

on/off switch while the exemption is in effect.  However, following discussions with NHTSA, it 

has been decided that this option could lead to incidents of misuse and has subsequently been 

discounted. 

 

[ ].  All new future Lotus products will have a new airbag ECU which will have the 

provision for buckle switch input for both the driver and passenger. In addition there will be an 

occupant classification mat in the passenger seat for automatic suppression of the passenger airbag 

for rearward facing child seats.  The passenger airbag will be developed to meet the Out of 

Position airbag deployment conditions for 3 and 6 year olds. 

 

c. Discussion 

 

Our discussion of “good faith effort” must reemphasize that Lotus did introduce in 2010 an Evora 

that was fully compliant with FMVSS 208.  This is clear evidence of Lotus’ “good faith effort”. 

 

The problem facing Lotus is as follows: 

 

• The Evora advanced air bag system will not comply with the 5th %tile belted female 

passenger higher speed requirements without a system rework and complete revalidation 

of crash testing 

• The revalidation would be cost prohibitive [ ] 

• [ ] 
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Similar to the situation here facing Lotus, [ ] was part of the justification explained by 

Ferrari (72 FR 66028, November 26, 2007) request for an advanced air bag extension, which 

NHTSA granted. 
 

[ ]. 

 

 

 

 

8. AN EXEMPTION WILL BE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST AND CONSISTENT WITH 
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE SAFETY ACT 

 

In September 2006, NHTSA made several observations as regards the issue of consistency with the 

public interest and the objectives of the Safety Act.  The agency stated as follows: 

 
We note that Lotus is a well-established company with a small, but not insignificant U.S. presence. We 

believe that the reduction of sales revenue resulting from a denial of the company's requested temporary 

exemption would have a negative impact … on Lotus's financial circumstances….. Furthermore, as 

discussed in previous decisions on temporary exemption applications, the agency believes that the 

public interest is served by affording consumers a wider variety of motor vehicle choices.  …We 

believe that this exemption will have negligible impact on motor vehicle safety, because Lotus 

vehicles are not typically used for daily transportation.  (Emphasis added.) 

 

These same statements remain valid as regards the requested exemption.  In addition, Lotus believes 

the following points support the public interest: 

 

• THE CURRENT EVORA’s OCCUPANT PROTECTION SYSTEM DOES NOT 

POSE A SAFETY RISK.  Lotus knows of no injuries caused by the Evora’s existing 

occupant protection system.8 

• THE EVORA IS UNLIKELY TO BE USED EXTENSIVELY BY OWNERS, OR TO 

CARRY CHILDREN, DUE TO ITS SPORTY (SECOND CAR) NATURE.  Average 

customer use is 6850 miles per year9 

• THE EVORA WILL COMPLY WITH ALL FMVSS OTHER THAN THE 

PORTION OF FMVSS 208 DISCUSSED HEREIN.  Moreover, the Evora has been 

tested to the new requirements of upgraded FMVSS 216A and has passed those tests some 

four years before it is required.  In addition, Evora also meets the new FMVSS 214 

requirements of the Mobile Deformable Barrier impact test due in Sep 2014. 

                                                
8 Lotus also makes it very clear in its owner’s manual that it does not recommend that the Evora front 
passenger seat be used for transporting children. 
9 Based upon a sample of 200 vehicles in Lotus US warranty data. 






